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Introduction

A good learning system is a learning system that refers to 21st century learning, namely the ability to think critically, solve problems, collaborate, and communicate. The main component in the 21st century learning process is the involvement of important aspects such as formulating questions, describing mechanisms, and building arguments (Pritasari et al., 2016). As an effort to improve the quality of education in accordance with existing demands, the government has done various ways by issuing guidelines for skills that students must have, according H. Mercier and D. Sperber including 4C competencies (the ability to think critically, think creatively, cooperate with others, and communicate well) (Devi et al., 2018). One of the 4C competencies is critical thinking skills and communication skills. This ability to think critically and communicate skills become a unity in argumentation skills (Devi et al., 2018).

In Umah et al. (2016) Stephen E. Toulmin is a philosopher who advocates an approach to analyze arguments that are different from formal logic approaches through his work in 1958 "The Uses of Argument." According to Toulmin's Argumentation Pattern (TAP) that scientific argumentation is a dialogue between two or more individuals who coordinate facts and theories to provide a more in-depth explanation (Erduran & Osborne, 2004). Argumentation is an attempt to convince someone of the opinion or statement expressed accompanied by factual data (McNeill as quoted in Afandi & Rusmini, 2021). Argumentation can be interpreted as proving an argument or opinion that is supported by data, evidence, explanations, or other
appropriate reference sources (Putri et al., 2020). Argumentation is the process of strengthening a claim through critical thinking analysis based on the support of evidence and logical reasoning. These evidences can contain objective facts or conditions that can be accepted as truth (Cinanjar et al., 2015).

There are several reasons why scientific argumentation skills are very important for students. Such as understanding of concepts, learning quality, and reasoning skills will increase. Argumentation skills can improve critical and logical thinking skills and improve problem-solving skills. Students can build sociocultural activities by interpreting, supporting, or refuting an argument. Students are more confident in conveying ideas because they are based on supporting evidence and explanations (Muna & Rusmini, 2021).

Chemistry is one of the sciences that is considered complex and abstract because it has a combination of material involving three concepts of representation, macroscopic, sub-macroscopic, and symbolic (Johnstone, 2009). Chemistry requires high-level cognitive abilities, one of which is buffer solution material. Buffer solution is a material that is often found in daily life including in the body that requires understanding three levels of chemical representation, starting with macroscopic, understanding existing phenomena, submicroscopic and symbolic, namely connecting with the concept of buffer solution. This makes most students lack a thorough understanding of the buffer solution material (Devi et al., 2018). According to research conducted by Marsita et al. (2010) explained that in buffer solution material, the concept that is considered difficult is in the sub-material of the role of buffer solution in the body of living things and daily life.

The ability to argue in the buffer solution is something that needs to be studied further. Argumentation skills can enrich KD 3.12 which contains explaining the working principle, pH calculation, and the role of buffer solutions in the body of living things. Explaining in KD 3.12 means explaining or providing in-depth explanations that are in line with the indicator of argumentation skills, namely warrant. As explained earlier, buffer solution material is material that departs from phenomena and events in life that are close to students.

Buffer solution material requires caution, especially in the process when students connect facts that are often found in their lives with concepts learned in learning. In reality many students are afraid to argue in a learning discussion. Teachers usually only ask students to choose answers, make brief explanations, calculate using a formula, and give conclusions to a material (Afandi & Rusmini, 2021). Students are actually capable in terms of the material taught but most still feel afraid to reveal what is known. Students are also still relatively unaccustomed and not even confident to just present their arguments, even though argumentation skills are needed since the elementary school level so that students are accustomed to expressing opinions or arguing in a discussion forum. In the research of Devi et al. (2018) it is stated that the argumentation ability of students on buffer solution material is still at a low-medium level, which only shows claims or claims with data evidence.

The ability to argue is one of the skills that can be used to hone 21st century skills. The readiness of students who have 21st century skills can be pursued through the education level (Devi et al., 2018). One important component in the education system that can be used to measure the success and achievement of a learning process with evaluation activities. Evaluation activities can be a benchmark for the development of education quality, so as to show the process of student progress towards the goals and provisions set in the curriculum. The results of evaluation activities can be in the form of measurements and assessments that show the success rate of an educational program that has been implemented (Permendikbud, 2017). Through measuring students’ argumentation skills on buffer solution material, it can be seen using instruments or measuring instruments. In general, instruments used by teachers in measuring learning outcomes using test instruments. Through test instruments, it is expected to be able to determine the level of ability or potential possessed by students.

Argumentation skills tests on buffer solutions in daily life need to be developed to determine feasibility in terms of validity and reliability. The main characteristics possessed by test instruments are classified into validity, reliability, and level of usefulness (Arifin, 2017). According to Azwar (2011) test instruments have good criteria as measuring instruments are when they are valid and reliable. This test instrument can be used as an alternative assessment with a special purpose to check whether there has been assimilation and accommodation of argumentation skills in the cognitive structure of students.

**Method**

The type of research used is development research using the ADDIE model developed by Branch (2009) which has five stages. The stages of the ADDIE model are analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. The implementation stage used pilot implementation and the evaluation was a formative evaluation. Analysis and evaluation, A needs analysis was carried out by looking for information about the argumentation skills possessed by students, and
curriculum analysis by determining the KI and KD referring to the 2013 curriculum. The evaluation of this stage is reviewed by the supervisor and revised in accordance with the advice of the supervisor.

Design and evaluation, design stage is carried out by designing test instruments in accordance with information from the analysis stage. At this stage, the design of research instruments is also carried out, namely validity sheets. The evaluation of the design stage was carried out by the supervisor and then revised to improve the design.

Development and evaluation, designed test instruments were later developed. The argumentation skill test instrument contains 4 phenomena of the role of buffer solutions with 6 indicators of argumentation skills as questions on each phenomenon. The validity sheet that has been designed is also developed by containing aspects that will be validated by validators. The evaluation of the development stage is carried out instrument validation by validators who then revise test instruments based on content and construct validity. Implementation and evaluation, Implementation of argumentation skills test instruments for class XI Science in High School as many as 18 students. In evaluation, validity analysis and reliability are carried out based on the results of student answers.

The types of research instruments used were review sheets, validation sheets, and argumentation skills test sheets. The review sheet contains suggestions and comments given by reviewers for product development. The validation sheet is used to assess the theoretical validity of the developed assessment instrument. The argumentation skill test sheets were tested on students to find out the empirical validity and reliability of the questions on the developed assessment instrument. The data analysis technique for content and construct validity is carried out by quantitative descriptive. Data from the theoretical validation results from the three validators were analyzed descriptively based on the Likert scale as shown in the following table 1.

Data from expert are then analysis using frequently appearing assessment scores (Mode) obtained from three validators with a minimum mode of 4 (valid) (Afni & Suyono, 2021). Empirical validity of argumentation skill test instruments using the Pearson Product Moment correlation in SPSS 25 is said to be valid if the value of $r_{count} > r_{table}$ (Arikunto, 2005). The reliability of the argumentation skill test instrument uses Alpha Cronbach with reliable criteria if $r_{counts} > r_{table}$ (Arikunto, 2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Response Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfectly Valid</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Valid</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Valid</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Riduwan & Sunarto, 2017)

**Table 1. Likert scale score**

**Result and Discussion**

In education, instruments that used to collect data can be in the form of test or non-test (Jihad & Haris, 2012). The test is a systematic procedure made in the form of tasks that will be given to individuals or groups to be done and responded to both in written, explain, and activity (Matondang, 2009). Test instruments as measuring instruments are used to measure the level of development or progress that has been achieved by students after completing the learning process (Sudjono, 2003).

The argumentation skills test which developed can be used to find out the argumentation skills possessed by each learner. According to Azwar (2011), a good test instrument in this case the argumentation skill test instrument developed must meet the criteria of validity (theoretical and empirical) and reliability as a measuring instrument. The argumentation skill test instrument was developed using the ADDIE development model which has 5 stages, namely: (1) analysis stage, (2) design stage, (3) development stage, (4) implementation stage and (5) evaluation stage (Branch, 2009).

**Analysis Result**

The analysis stage is carried out to analyze the needs in the learning process so that the argumentation skills test instrument can be applied in schools. Needs analysis is carried out by observation and interviews at school as a means to find information about students' argumentation skills. Based on an interview with a class XI teacher of School that class XI has never applied argumentation skills to the learning process and assessment process. So far, chemistry teachers in schools only use ordinary daily learning and assessments to find out the concepts that students have. In this case, an argumentation skill test instrument was developed on a buffer solution in daily life.

Curriculum analysis is carried out to determine basic competencies and learning objectives so that the argumentation skills test instruments developed are in accordance with the applicable curriculum. The school in class XI uses the 2013 curriculum. Based on the results of an interview with a chemistry teacher that class XI uses the 2013 curriculum, the preparation of
argumentation skill test instruments is adjusted to class XI material in the 2013 curriculum.

Based on curriculum analysis, it was found that the material used in the development of test instruments was buffer solution material in daily life. Argumentation skills on chemistry are implicit in the buffer solution KD 3.12. KD 3.12 explains the working principle, pH calculation, and the role of buffer solutions in the body of living things. In KD 3.12, there is a word explain which can be interpreted to explain or provide a more in-depth explanation that is relevant to the indicator of argumentation skills, namely warrant or giving explanation.

Evaluation at the analysis stage is carried out regarding the use of argumentation skill indicators in the test instrument. The results of the evaluation with the supervisor there was a change for the argumentation skill indicator which originally had 5 indicators, to 6 indicators. This is because the rebuttal indicator is an indicator that can strengthen the arguments of students.

Design Result

The design stage is a stage in the form of making or preparing a design for the development of argumentation skill test instruments.

Test instrument design

At this stage, an initial design of the test instrument to be developed is carried out. The designed test question grid refers to the buffer solution material in daily life. The test instrument grid contains Basic Competencies, namely KD 3.12, aspects of argumentation ability, indicators of argumentation skills, question items, and answers. Below is one of the displays of the grid of argumentation skill test instruments on buffer solutions in daily life. The next stage of planning is to compile the problem. The form of the test to be designed is an essay test with six indicators of argumentation skills. There are four questions developed and each has six indicators of argumentation skills. Indicators of argumentation skills include claims, data, warrants, backing, qualifiers, and rebuttals that contain a refutation or denial of a claim by including reasons. The developed questions contain phenomena regarding buffer solutions in life and include indicators of argumentation skills in each phenomenon. Assessment rubrics can be used to point appropriate learners' answers. This assessment rubric is used to determine scores on each indicator of argumentation skills. Each indicator of argumentation skills has a score of at most 3 and a lowest of 0.

Research instrument design

The design stage of the research instrument used in the development of argumentation skill test instruments is the product validation sheet. The theoretical validity of the argumentation skill test instrument can be seen using a validation sheet which will later be assessed by validators. The theoretical validity of the test instrument will be validated by three validators, two validators come from chemistry lecturers and one validator is a chemistry teacher. The validator will assess the test instrument using a validation sheet in terms of content and construct.

Argumentation skill test instruments that are still in the form of designs or drafts need to be evaluated so that the test instruments developed become better. There are several evaluations from the supervisor that should be improved. After being repaired and having received approval from the supervisor, the test instrument that has been designed can be developed.

Development Result

The development stage is the realization of the draft concept regarding the argumentation skill test instrument that was previously made. The designed test instruments are then developed into instruments that are suitable for use.

Development of test instruments

Instrument cover of argumentation skills

On the outer cover of the test instrument contains the title of the instrument, the name of the compiler, and a place to write the identity of the student.

Figure 1. Cover Display on Argumentation Skills Test Instrument

Instrument description

On the argumentation skill test instrument there is a description of the instrument. In the description of the instrument, students are expected to be able to know and understand the instrument of the argumentation skills test thoroughly. In this section of the description there
are basic competencies that become the material to be achieved. There is also an explanation of the indicators of argumentation skills used in the test instrument and the language structure of each indicator.

**Figure 2. Description of Argumentation Skills Test Instrument**

**Test questions**

In the argumentation skill test instrument, there are four phenomena, each phenomenon has six questions about the indicators of argumentation skills. The argumentation skill test instrument is developed in essay because it can require students to answer in the form of explaining, discussing, comparing, and giving reasons according to the questions given using their own sentences (Sudjana, 2009). Each phenomenon has two claims that will later be chosen by students as appropriate claims. Each indicator also includes instructions to answer so that it is expected to make it easier for students to answer each indicator. Below is a display of phenomena 1 to 4 contained in the designed test instrument.

**Figure 3. Display of Phenomenon 1 on the Argumentation Skill Test Instrument**

Figure 3 shows phenomenon 1 which contains a review of the role of buffer solutions in the blood accompanied by claims that will later be chosen by students.

**Figure 4. Display of Phenomenon 2 on the Argumentation Skill Test Instrument**

Figure 4 shows phenomenon 2 which contains a review of the role of buffer solutions in the blood accompanied by claims that will later be chosen by students. Figure 5 shows phenomenon 3 which contains a review of the role of buffer solutions in saliva accompanied by claims that will later be chosen by students. Figure 6 shows phenomenon 4 which contains a review of the role of buffer solutions in water accompanied by claims that will later be chosen by students.
Assessment rubrics

This scoring rubric is used to determine scores on each indicator of argumentation skills. Below is the scoring rubric for the argumentation skills test instrument prepared.

![Figure 7. Argumentation Skills Test Instrument Assessment Rubric](image)

Research instrument development

The test instrument validation sheet consists of content validation and constructs regarding the argumentation skill test instrument developed. Validity is a term that refers to the concept of whether a test can measure something that has been planned to be measured (Suryabrata, 2005). Assessment instruments have a level of feasibility that can be seen from theoretical validity and empirical validity (Arikunto, 2015). The validity of the argumentation skill test instrument is reviewed from theoretical and empirical validity. Argumentation skill test instruments before implementation must first be validated by validators.

Theoretical validity is a condition where the instrument developed meets valid requirements based on existing theories and provisions (Newman et al., 2013). Theoretical validity consists of content and construct validity. Content validity refers to an instrument developed in accordance with predetermined criteria or the extent to which the instrument can include content that must be measured (Arnilawati et al., 2018). Construct validity means the extent to which a measuring instrument can measure the construct of something being measured (Anastasi & Urbina, 1997). Construct validity is a measurement that correlates one indicator with another indicator and is associated with variables contained in the construct theory to be measured (Westen & Rosenthal, 2003). The validity of the construct can also be known by using how to detail and pair each question item with every aspect in the indicator to be used through the aspect of the framework arrangement (Nizary & Kholik, 2021). The argumentation skill test instrument is considered valid if each statement has an assessment mode with a minimum score of 4 which has valid criteria (Afni & Suyono, 2021).

![Figure 8. Argumentation Skills Test Instrument Validation Sheet](image)
to improve the argumentation skills test instrument to make it better.

Table 2. Instrument Validation Results of Argumentation Skills Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessed Components</th>
<th>Validator 1</th>
<th>Validator 2</th>
<th>Validator 3</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Validity Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content validity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct validity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 2 which show the result of theoretical validity from validator, that is can show with graph.

Figure 9. Instrument Validation Results of Argumentation Skills Test

Based on Table 2 and Graph 1, it can be seen that the assessment of the validity results on each statement regarding the validity of content and construct has mode 5 with very valid criteria. The test instrument can be declared valid if each statement has at least 4 modes with valid criteria. It can be concluded that the argumentation skill test instrument on the buffer solution in daily life is declared theoretically valid with very valid criteria.

The argumentation skill test instrument has theoretically valid criteria based on the validity of the content reviewed from the validator's assessment through expert judgment to get a score mode of 5 with very valid criteria. The test instruments developed are valid in accordance with the material contained in the Basic Competencies and have relevance to argumentation skills. This explains that the test instruments developed refer to the material that has been determined in the Basic Competencies. According to Hamzah & Muhlirsarini (2016) there is a way to write tests well, namely by determining the objectives of the learning you want to measure. Facts, concepts, images, and theories contained in the test instrument have relevance to the material as stated by Kastina (2017) that the test instrument used must be in accordance with the characteristics of the competence to be achieved.

Table 3. Assessed component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numb.</th>
<th>Assessed Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Questions in the test instrument have relevance to the material contained in the Basic Competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The facts, concepts, images, and theories contained in the test instrument have relevance to the material. Content/topic has relevance to argument skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1. Drafting a claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2. Showing data (evidence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3. Drafting reasons/justifications (warrant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4. Backing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5. Develop qualifications (qualifiers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6. Constructing counterargument (rebuttal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>There is a direction for students to write a statement that is a claim by assessing a phenomenon (claim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>There are directions to students to write appropriate evidence/data and can strengthen the claims that have been compiled (data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>There is a direction for students to explain the suitability of the evidence submitted in strengthening the claims that have been prepared (warrant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>There are directions to students to write statements of support based on the theory underlying the claim or data (backing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>There are instructions for students to write statements about the relationship between claims and warrants (qualifier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>There is a direction for students to write a statement that is considered inappropriate and include supporting reasons (rebuttal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The argumentation skill test instrument has theoretically valid criteria based on construct validity in terms of validator assessment through expert judgment which gets a score mode of 5 with very valid criteria. The test instruments developed are valid according to construction in accordance with the characteristics of the competencies to be achieved, in this case the indicators of argumentation skills (Kastina, 2017). The test instrument developed contains indicators of argumentation skills and directions that can make it easier for students to answer, so that the argumentation skills test instrument can provide direction to students.
to construct knowledge about argumentation skills in buffer solutions in everyday life.

The assessment conducted by validators shows good results, but there are several aspects that need to be improved in order to produce valid test instruments. Comments, suggestions and input from validators can be used to revise argumentation skill test instruments so that theoretically valid argumentation skill test instruments can be produced.

Implementation Result

The implementation of the argumentation skill test instrument was applied to 18 students of grade XI Science SMA in Jombang. The implementation of this argumentation skill test instrument will be carried out on May 31, 2023, which will be carried out for 2 x 40 minutes. Students work on an argumentation skill test instrument containing 4 phenomena with 6 questions which are indicators of argumentation skills (claim, evidence, warrant, backing, qualifier, and rebuttal). Before starting to take the test, students are given directions or instructions regarding filling out test instruments. Students are also given direction to do the questions contained in the argumentation skill test instrument. Students are then given time to work on the argumentation skills test instrument independently.

At the implementation evaluation stage, student answers are produced and then assessed based on the assessment rubric so that each student's score and score are produced. The results of the argumentation skill test instrument that have been done by students that most students are able to complete the test instrument and get a good score. The average score for the test instrument obtained by students is 88.89.

An instrument can be said to have empirical validity if it has been tested from experience. Empirical validity cannot be obtained simply by compiling instruments based on such logical validity, but must be proven through experience (Newman et al., 2013). Empirical validity is obtained through the results of test trials to respondents (Matondang, 2009). Determine the question items that are declared valid based on the implementation results. The empirical validity of test instruments can be seen through the results of the work on the test instruments given to students.

Empirical validity is determined using the Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient equation. The result of the calculation is compared with the r value in the Product Moment correlation table. The argumentation skill test instrument is said to be empirically valid if the value of $r_{count} > r_{table}$ (Arikunto, 2005). The argumentation skill test instrument was implemented to 18 students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
<th>$r_{count}$</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the explanatory description of the correlation of phenomenon 1, phenomenon 2, phenomenon 3, and phenomenon 4 with a total score, it can be concluded that the test instrument can be said to be empirically valid. Each question item has value of $r_{count}$ for phenomenon 1 of 0.807, phenomenon 2 of 0.879, phenomenon 3 of 0.911, and phenomenon 4 of 0.911. As for the $r_{table}$ with $n = 18$ and the 5% significance level is 0.468. The four correlated question items fall into the valid criteria with high categories. Four questions that have been developed meeting empirical validity criteria can be declared valid and suitable for use (Arikunto, 2005).

Test reliability shows the level or degree of consistency of an instrument, whether a test is thorough and reliable in accordance with predetermined criteria (Arifin, 2017). An instrument can be said to be reliable or consistent if used many times to measure the same object produced the same data (Sugiyono, 2014). The reliability of the argumentation skill test instrument can be calculated using Cronbach's Alpha equation. Test instruments can be said to have good reliability if the value of $r_{count} > r_{table}$ (Arikunto, 2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability Statistics</th>
<th>N of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach's Alpha</td>
<td>.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of Items</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on SPSS calculations regarding the reliability value of argumentation skill test instruments carried out by students, the value of the instrument reliability coefficient or $r_{count}$ at 0.876. As for the $r$ value of the table used for $n=18$ with a significance level of 5%, which is 0.468. With the calculation results, it can be stated that the argumentation skill test instrument on the buffer solution in daily life that has been developed can be said to be reliable because the value of $r_{count} > r_{table}$ (Arikunto, 2005).

Conclusion

Based on the results of data analysis and discussion of research on the validity and reliability of argumentation skill test instruments on buffer solutions in daily life, it can be concluded, the validity of the test instrument in terms of the theoretical validity of each statement regarding the validity of the content and construct has mode 5 with very valid criteria and
emirical validity of the test instrument based on the results of students' answers, each question factor has value of $r_{count}$ for phenomenon 1 of 0.807, phenome
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